Abstract. The new consistent scheme for designation of objects in binary and multiple systems, BSDB, is described. It was developed in the frame of the Binary star DataBase, BDB (http://www.inasan.ru), due to necessity of a unified and consistent system for designation of objects in the database, and the name of the designation scheme was derived from that of the database. The BSDB scheme covers all types of observational data. Three classes of objects introduced within the BSDB nomenclature provide correct links between objects and data, what is especially important for complex multiple stellar systems. The final stage of establishing the BSDB scheme is compilation of the Identification List of Binaries, ILB, where all known objects in binary and multiple stars are presented with their BSDB identifiers along with identifiers according to major catalogues and lists.
INTRODUCTION
First catalogues of astronomical objects are dated back to the II century B.C. Till the beginning of the XVII century, however, there were no catalogues containing more than one and a half thousand entries. Later, as the telescopes were introduced into the process, the number of objects in the catalogues began to grow dramatically. The catalogues of 1970s, when the Centers for astronomical data were organized and first astronomical databases were created, counted up to 2 million objects. Modern catalogues include billions of objects, and this number is expected to increase by one or two orders of magnitude in the near future.
Not just the number of objects regularly increases, but also the number of parameters included into the catalogues. While early catalogues contained about three to four parameters per object (two coordinates, visual magnitude and a rough flag to differ a star from an extended object), modern catalogues may include dozens of parameters per object, as well as certain functions (spectral energy distribution, function of brightness change with time, etc.).
Naming celestial objects (which was necessary to make a catalogue), astronomers did not follow a single rule but rather applied different approaches. Initially, the first methods were based upon the system of constellations. The Bayer system was introduced, naming stars within each constellation with Greek letters, approximately in the order of decreasing brightness; the Flamsteed system numbered stars within each constellation in the order of increasing right ascension (right to left, for the northern hemisphere); the complex Argelander-Hartwig system for variable stars (approximately in the order of their discovery) that uses first singleletter names, then two-letter names, and then (starting with the 335th variable star named in a constellation), with numbers prefixed with the letter "V"
1 . The number of letters in the Greek alphabet being insufficient (especially for large constellations) became evident rather quickly. The Flamsteed system does not allow to name stars newly discovered in a constellation.
Having the existing system of celestial coordinates, astronomers started to compile names (identifiers) based on the object's coordinates. They used rounded or truncated values of the coordinates. For the Galaxy objects and for extragalactic ones, the equatorial coordinate system and galactic coordinate system, respectively, were applied. These systems were not related to the borders of constellations, but also appeared to be not quite stable. Coordinates of celestial objects are subject to changes (sometimes quite significant ones), due to precession and nutation of the Earth's axis as well as to proper motions. Thus, coordinate-oriented stellar names were, basically, different in different systems, if implementation of these systems was separated by more than some 10 years (depending on positional accuracy of the catalogue). Besides, the catalogues based on such systems and traditionally sorted in the order of right ascension happen to be inconvenient for planning observations: neighboring objects in the catalogue can have quite different declinations. With increasing numbers of celestial objects in the catalogues, this shortcoming becomes more and more annoying. That is why the authors of the catalogues containing more than some 100 000 objects gave priority to zone identification systems. The celestial sphere was divided into zones (belts) by declination (later on, for the catalogues with numbers of objects exceeding 10 millions, these belts were divided into yet smaller zones). The objects in the catalogues were sorted by zones and (not always) by right ascension within each zone.
Finally, in the catalogues containing objects or object parameters of certain type, it is usual just to prescribe them numbers in the order of discovery. Besides variable stars mentioned above, the catalogue of spectroscopic binary systems (SB9, Pourbaix et al. 2004 , http://sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be/mainform.cgi) or the catalogue of nearby systems (Gliese & Jahreiss 1991) can be considered examples of such designation systems.
Thus, celestial objects are identified and included in various catalogues in accordance with coordinates; order of discovery; brightness (different in different photometric systems), position, or order of discovery in the constellation; coordinates in zones of the celestial sphere; or without any system at all, like the objects in Messier's catalogue of nebulae.
Note that almost all these (even the most archaic) systems of identification remain active and are still applied, often making cross-identification of celestial objects problematic. Thus, the brightest (and respectively best investigated, listed in many catalogued) stars have 40 to 50 names in general use for each of them. This work deals with the identification of stars, though almost all said above is valid also for nebulae and clusters of our Galaxy as well as for more distant objects (galaxies and quasars).
Identification schemes for objects in binary and multiple stars are described in Section 2; Sections 3 and 4 contain descriptions of the new designation scheme, BSDB, and the Identification list of binaries, ILB, respectively. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
BINARY AND MULTIPLE STARS: PROBLEM OF DESIGNATION
Binary stars are quite numerous and make a large part of stellar population of the Galaxy (some 20 to 90%, according to various estimates for subsamples of different volume and localization). Similarly, a significant part of binary stars are actually multiple. Tokovinin (2014) gives the following statistical data for F-G dwarfs in the solar vicinity: the fractions of systems with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 components are 54 : 33 : 8 : 4 : 1. It concerns hierarchical multiple systems only. If one considers non-hierarchical multiplicity, data on stellar systems of much higher multiplicity become available in the literature. Thus, the largest catalogue of visual binaries, Washington Double Star Catalog (WDS, Mason et al. 2001 , http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/) contains some 100 000 pairs, with 25 000 of these in the systems of multiplicity three and higher.
Construction of a common nomenclature scheme for all types of binary and multiple stars remains a vital issue. Until recently, binary-star investigators were divided into two almost independent groups dealing with resolved/wide (e.g., visual, interferometric) and unresolved/close (e.g., eclipsing, spectroscopic) binaries. Traditionally, these groups used different designation schemes. The introduction of new observing and reduction techniques in recent years has led to observations of previously distinct classes of binaries using multiple techniques. This increases confusion effectively, as different techniques mean different nomenclature.
Traditional schemes
There exist a dozen of schemes for designation of the components in binary and multiple stars; however, not all of them are or were really popular. Of the most widely used schemes, one should mention the ADS (Aitken Double Star catalogue) system. According to this scheme, normally used for wide pairs, the components are designated by capital letters of alphabet in the order of brightness decrease: A, B, C, etc. A newly discovered component would take the next vacant letter. If some component is resolved as a binary, lowercase letters would be used (a, b, etc.) in the following way: if the component A is resolved, the primary remains to be A and the secondary would become a. On the other hand, sometimes both components of a close pair are re-designated as Aa, Ab.
The common usability and intuitiveness of this scheme make its advantages. It has disadvantages, though, due to the lack of strict rules and because the same designation may refer to different objects at different times (an unresolved binary and resolved primary component).
The IDS (Index catalogue of visual Double Stars) system is similar to ADS, and differs from the latter in the following: capital letters from the second half of the alphabet (starting with P, Q, etc.) are used to identify newly resolved components. Also, a coordinate-based identifier is used in IDS instead of a sequential number.
Modern schemes
Nowadays, the understanding that the designation scheme for binaries and multiple stars should be improved is growing and has led to some results. The problem has been addressed and discussed by the community (see, e.g., Dickel & Malkov 2000; Hartkopf & Mason 2004) . In 2000, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) has issued a Resolution stating the necessity to develop a new, completely consistent designation scheme applicable to all types of multiple systems, independent of the nature of the components and of the detection technique. Several alternative schemes for designation were proposed by different authors, in particular:
• binary tree scheme (Evans, developed by Tokovinin);
• new WDS (Worley, improved and expanded to unresolved systems) and WDS-like (WMC, Hartkopf & Mason 2004) schemes;
• scheme based on observational type of binary (Oblak);
• hierarchical scheme (Kovaleva-Malkov);
• type of the Dewey-decimal classification scheme (Urban-Corbin);
• sequential scheme (Dickel-Dubois). Evans (1968) proposed to describe hierarchical multiple systems with mobile diagrams where the widest system forms the upper level of the diagram, any component that is a closer double is represented as a bifurcation at the next level, etc. Such a diagram is simply a binary tree. Tokovinin (1997) chose to encode the place of each sub-system in the mobile diagram with an integer number called level. The widest system is designated level 1, the sub-system of its primary component is level 11, and that of the secondary is level 12. If there are still closer sub-systems, they will be designated levels 111, 112, 121 or 122, and so on. Oblak (1988) , processing photometric data of the Hipparcos Input Catalogue, introduced the system of two-digit codes being added after separation dot to the stellar identifier (e.g., HD, BD). The second digit of the code is the sequential number of a component in the system (instead of a letter), and the first digit provides information about the system's structure and its type.
KoMa (Kovaleva & Malkov 2000 ) is a scheme attempting to describe the hierarchy and type of companion (stellar, planetary, etc.) through the use of a variety of upper/lower-case alphabetic, numeric symbols and Roman numerals.
The Urban-Corbin system (Urban & Corbin 2000 ) is a numeric-only, backsideexpandable scheme similar to the Dewey decimal system used for library call numbers. Components are designated based on centers of gravity, not the type of component, i.e. the scheme is hierarchical.
The sequential (Dickel-Dubois) system (Hartkopf & Mason 2004 ) is a nonhierarchical numeric scheme where all components are assigned numbers in the order of their discovery, with no attention given to their relationship with other components.
The WMC/WDS designation system (see, e.g., Hartkopf & Mason 2005 ) is the most successful one among the other listed schemes, both because of its being used in the largest and most popular catalogue of visual binaries, WDS, and because of its intuitive nature and similarity to the traditional ADS-like schemes. It was recommended in 2000 by the IAU as a prototype for the scheme of designations for binary and multiple system to satisfy the requirements described above. The WDS nomenclature covers two-level hierarchies. The WMC extends it to more complex systems. It uses capital letters, lower case letters, and numbers for the hierarchical levels 1, 2 and 3, respectively. It is supposed that alternate lower case letters and numbers should be used for subsequent levels. A comma is used as the delimiter between components in a system (e.g., Ab1,2), except if only two characters are provided (then a comma is assumed, e.g., AB).
The schemes listed often offered ingenious solutions; however, some problems remain unresolved. Thus, some schemes are unstable with respect to new discoveries, i.e., the discovery of a remote component of the system and/or resolution of a component to sub-components breaks up the scheme and requires re-identification of all the components. Some schemes are too complex to be accepted and widely used by the community. Contrary, the weakness of other schemes lies perhaps in their simplicity, when no information about the system and components can be retrieved from designations.
Among numerous attempts to construct a simple, unambiguous, flexible, and computer-friendly designation scheme for stellar companions, almost none (with the notable exception of the WDS scheme used to identify visual binaries in the corresponding catalogue) was ever used by anyone except the proposers.
BSDB: A NEW SCHEME
An ideal scheme for designation to be used for binaries and multiple stars has to possess a number of qualities that so far could not be completely satisfied by any traditional or invented schemes. These are:
• Designation stable with respect to new distant components.
• Designation stable with respect to new components of resolved binaries.
• A particular name always represents one object only.
• A particular object is always represented by one name only.
• Compatibility with existent nomenclatures, as much as possible.
We had to accept the challenge of construction of a satisfactory scheme in the course of development of the BDB, Binary star DataBase (http://bdb.inasan.ru, Malkov et al. 2013; Kaygorodov et al. 2012 ). The BDB is constructed as a source combining comprehensive information on binary stars of all observational and evolutionary types. It provides the user with synthesis of data from a large variety of catalogues and databases of binaries of different types: visual, orbital, astrometric, interferometric, eclipsing, spectroscopic, X-ray, etc. The BDB contains all data from catalogues on more than 100 000 stellar systems of multiplicity 2 and more: positional, photometric, spectroscopic, orbital and astrophysical parameters are provided when available. Organization of the information is based on careful cross-identification of the objects.
The major problem in constructing a database containing various types of data for binary and multiple stars is to establish proper links between objects and data originated from different sources. For the correct data-object connections in the BDB, we introduce three categories of objects: System, Pair and Component. This approach is caused by the fact that each of these categories has its own set of observational data. Mass, radius, temperature, luminosity, etc. are Component characteristics (the same set of astrophysical parameters as a single star might have). A Pair consists of two gravitationally linked objects (any of them may also happen to be a pair). This category is characterized by another set of parameters: relative position of pair members at the celestial sphere (for visual binaries), orbital parameters like period and eccentricity (for orbital and spectroscopic binaries), combined magnitude (for photometrically unresolved binaries), etc. The observers of binaries usually deal with pairs, and, consequently, the catalogues of binaries consist of entries describing pairs. Finally, a System is characterized by general parameters such as age, metallicity, distance, kinematics, etc.
Based on these categories of objects, we have developed and now use a new consistent scheme of designations of binary/multiple stars. The "BSDB" (Binary Star DataBase) abbreviation is used as the acronym. To form the designation, we take equatorial coordinates for the standard equinox of J2000.0 from the catalogues. Coordinates given in the catalogues are precise enough to specify them in the form of HHMMSS.ss+DDMMSS.s or HHMMSS.ss−DDMMSS.s. Then we add a specifier to distinguish systems, pairs, and components (s, p, and c, respectively). Finally, we indicate which component or pair is referred to using numerals and capital letters.
It should be noted that the authors of the WDS include in their catalogue results of searches for substellar companions to nearby stars by high-contrast and high-angular-resolution imaging (e.g., Chauvin et al. 2010, 41 objects in the WDS 13447-6348 = TYC 9012-1005-1 system; Janson et al. 2011, 105 objects in the WDS 19062-0453 = λ Aql system). At least some of the objects are background stars; however, they are also included in the WDS and, consequently, in the BDB. Another example of a high-multiplicity system in the WDS is WDS 05387-6906 = 30 Dor = Tarantula Nebula. Digital speckle interferometry yields some 65 objects in this HII region in the LMC (Weigelt & Baier 1985) . The usual capital-letter component designations (e.g., AB, AC, etc.) are insufficient to accommodate the very large number of companions in such systems, so upper/lower case combinations (A,Ca; A,Cb; etc.) were utilized in the WDS. The lower-case letters here are not meant to indicate any sort of hierarchical structure within the system.
Currently, 11 WDS systems have 30 or more components and, obviously, this number will increase. That is why we have decided to use numerals to identify components on the upper level of hierarchy. For other levels, we use capital letters A, B, etc.
Therefore, an example of the designation for some triple system would be as follows:
J000144.48+590527.1:s J000144.48+590527.1:c1B J000144.48+590527.1:p1A-1B J000144.48+590527.1:p1-2 J000144.48+590527.1:c1A J000144.48+590527.1:c2
Note that there is no component '1' in the list. The cause is that '1' is not a star in this system but a pair of stars (1A-1B) and, respectively, it is described with parameters typical of that pair (say, orbital period) and not of a component. The coordinate part of a designation does not vary within the system (in spite of the fact that the components '1' and '2' can differ in coordinates).
Indicating a component designation, we follow, in general, the WDS notation, but we substitute capital letters for digits (for the upper level of system hierarchy) and lower-case letters and digits for capital letters (for other levels). Thus, we introduce BSDB J043306.62+240954.9:p1BA-1BB for the pair WDS 04331+2410 Ab1,2. The proposed system is extended to other types of binaries. Note that our principal source of photometric (eclipsing) binaries, GCVS (Samus et al. 2013 , http://www.sai.msu.ru/groups/cluster/gcvs/), has the same coordinate precision as WDS and CCDM (Dommanget & Nys 2002) , and the principal catalogue of spectroscopic binaries, SB9, is even more precise (here coordinates should be truncated -not rounded -to form a designation). A newly discovered distant component will be designated by the next vacant digit. The solution of a component in two sub-components will lead to an appearance of two new designations for the subcomponents, with letters A and B in two subsequent positions (e.g., subcomponents 2A and 2B will appear when the component 2 is resolved). In the latter case, the resolved component designation (BSDB Jxxxxxx.xx+xxxxxx.x:c2) will be moved to the "outdated BSDB name" column, and a new designation for the pair (BSDB Jxxxxxx.xx+xxxxxx.x:p2A-2B) will be constructed.
It should be noted that the maximum number of components in a hierarchical multiple system, N , depends on the number of hierarchy levels and can be estimated. Surdin (2001) has shown that the number of levels in hierarchical stellar systems is limited by the tidal action of regular gravitational field of the Galaxy and stochastic encounters with giant molecular clouds and can reach values of 8 or 9, depending on mass and orbital parameters of the components. It can produce, in the case of maximum dense "packing" of components in the system, hierarchical systems with N from 256 to 512.
The principles underlaying the BSDB identifier compilation do satisfy the "IAU Specifications concerning designations for astronomical radiation sources outside the solar system" (unlike, say, similarly coordinate-based WDS and CCDM names). One can easily make sure that the problems typical of binary/multiplestar designation schemes are basically avoided by the BSDB.
ILB: IDENTIFICATION LIST OF BINARIES
To provide BSDB numbers for all binary systems included in the BDB, we are working on attributing BSDB identifiers to binary and multiple stars of every observational type. For this purpose, we are compiling the general catalogue of identifications of binaries, preliminarily named Identification List of Binaries, ILB. The ILB should include BSDB identifications for all binary systems listed in the catalogues up to date, as well as leave such possibility open for the coming binary lists/catalogues/surveys.
The most representative catalogues of binary systems (from wide to close pairs) are gradually connected to the ILB. If an object is encountered for the first time, a unique BSDB identifier is attributed to it. Objects that already exist in the previously investigated catalogues are appended to the corresponding ILB entries. New objects (pairs, components) included in stellar systems already existing in the ILB lead to adjustments of the relevant sections of the catalogue. Cross-ID problems are solved at this stage, and to do it properly, all available information (positional, photometric and sometimes already contained in catalogues cross-identification) is taken into account.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new consistent scheme for designation of objects in binary and multiple stellar systems, the BSDB. The scheme is created in the frame of development of the BDB (Binary star DataBase, http://bdb.inasan.ru), a source joining comprehensive information on binary stars of all observational and evolutionary types. The BSDB identifier structure helps to link data with objects correctly, what is especially important for complex multiple systems. A unique BSDB identifier is assigned to every object in binary and multiple stars in the course of compilation of the Identification List of Binaries that should provide correct cross-identifications between the BSDB and the identifiers of the same objects in basic catalogues. The BSDB scheme is intuitive and extendable to all observational types of binaries. It completely satisfies the IAU rules, and, after thorough examination in the frame of BDB and registration of the BSDB acronym in the IAU Registry of New Acronyms, will hopefully be accepted by the astronomical community for designating components, pairs and systems within binary and multiple stars.
